Riboswitches are cis-acting elements that regulate gene expression by affecting transcriptional termination or translational initiation in response to binding of a metabolite. A typical riboswitch is made of an upstream aptamer domain and a downstream expression platform. Both domains participate in the folding and structural rearrangement in the absence or presence of its cognate metabolite. RNA polymerase pausing is a fundamental property of transcription that can influence RNA folding. Here we show that pausing plays an important role in the folding and conformational rearrangement of the Escherichia coli btuB riboswitch during transcription by the E. coli RNA polymerase. This riboswitch consists of an approximately 200 nucleotide, coenzyme B12 binding aptamer domain and an approximately 40 nucleotide expression platform that controls the ribosome access for translational initiation. We found that transcriptional pauses at strategic locations facilitate folding and structural rearrangement of the full-length riboswitch, but have minimal effect on the folding of the isolated aptamer domain. Pausing at these regulatory sites blocks the formation of alternate structures and plays a chaperoning role that couples folding of the aptamer domain and the expression platform. Pausing at strategic locations may be a general mechanism for coordinated folding and conformational rearrangements of riboswitch structures that underlie their response to environmental cues.
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gene regulation | translational control | metabolism R NA structures fulfill important roles in the regulation of gene expression including the control of translational initiation, transcriptional termination, and alternative splicing (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . In many cases, an RNA conformational change is crucial to gene regulation since one RNA sequence may adopt alternate structures. Regulation of gene expression is achieved when an input domain senses varying cellular conditions, resulting in shifting the balance between two or more structural states.
A prime example of gene regulation by RNA conformational changes in bacteria is riboswitch control. Riboswitches are cisacting elements that regulate gene expression in response to the concentration of an intracellular metabolite. The coenzyme B12 riboswitch is located in the 5′ untranslated region of the btuB gene which encodes an outer membrane transporter for B12 (6) (Fig. 1A) . The btuB riboswitch consists of two domains: an upstream coenzyme B12 binding aptamer and a downstream expression platform. When the cellular concentration of coenzyme B12 is high, this metabolite binds to the aptamer, reconfiguring the expression platform to form a structure in which the ribosome binding site (RBS) is base paired and inaccessible. When the concentration of coenzyme B12 is low, the mRNA forms an alternate structure which allows for translation (6, 7) .
RNA folding and conformational switching occurs during transcription in vivo. Folding during transcription is particularly important for riboswitch regulation (8) . Although bacterial RNA polymerases (RNAPs) synthesize RNA at tens of bases per second (9, 10), local RNA secondary structures fold at faster rates, presumably as soon as their corresponding residues are synthesized and emerge from the exit channel of the RNAP (11) .
Importantly, transcription does not occur at a uniform rate. The RNAP frequently pauses at certain locations transiently during RNA synthesis (12) . Previous studies demonstrated that pausing at specific sites can facilitate RNA folding during transcription in two ways. First, the 5′ to 3′ polarity of transcription implies that the 5′ region of long-range helices is transcribed prior to its 3′ partners. RNAP pauses at strategic sites located downstream of the 5′ region of all long-range helices. These pauses enable nascent RNAs to fold into beneficial nonnative structures wherein the 5′ region is sequestered and poised for subsequent folding of the native structure (13) . Second, riboswitch function involves two or more competing structures; one structure directly senses cellular metabolite concentration. By pausing immediately downstream of the aptamer domain, the RNAP can block the formation of competing structures that involve residues in the expression platform (8, (14) (15) (16) .
This work investigates the folding and conformational rearrangement of the Escherichia coli coenzyme B12 binding riboswitch during transcription by the cognate E. coli RNAP. This riboswitch consists of an approximately 200 nucleotide, coenzyme B12 binding aptamer domain and an approximately 40 nucleotide expression platform that controls ribosome access (Fig. 1A) . We find that, when both domains are present, transcription plays an important role by enabling this riboswitch to efficiently fold into its functional structures. Several transcriptional pauses located near the end and immediately downstream of the aptamer domain are crucial for efficient folding. This stimulatory effect could be because of the paused RNAP blocking the formation of competing structures. We also find that these pauses couple folding of the tertiary structure of the aptamer domain and the downstream secondary structure in the expression platform, a result that has not been observed previously for riboswitch folding. Our results demonstrate that riboswitch folding and conformational rearrangement are strongly linked to transcription. Further, specific transcriptional pauses imposed by the RNAP enable coordinated folding between the ligand-dependent tertiary structure formation and the downstream secondary structure formation. structure followed by a small expression platform. The consensus structure of the btuB aptamer domain has been established using phylogeny and structural mapping of the refolded RNA transcript (6) . However, the complete structures in both the on and off states, including the expression platform, remain unknown. We therefore first constructed models of the secondary structure in both the apo (on) and B12 bound (off) states using phylogeny and structural probing of the nascent RNA transcript. The aptamer structure in the ligand bound, off-state encompassing residues 1-202 has already been derived by Breaker and coworkers (6, 7) and the RBS hairpin has been proposed by Nou and Kadne (17) . These structures are shown in Fig. 1A , Upper. The dominant feature of our model is the antiaptamer structure in the apo (on) state (Fig. 1A) . These additional elements provide a structural model of the complete btuB riboswitch, which enables testing mechanistic hypotheses on the folding and conformational switching of this large RNA.
To construct the proposed structure by covariation analysis, the standalone Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) application was used to search for sequences homologous to the btuB region of interest in γ-proteobacterial genomes from which 71 homologous btuB genes were recovered (detailed description in SI Materials and Methods; ref. 18 ). The resulting hits were aligned using ClustalW2 (19) and the consensus secondary structure was predicted with RNAalifold (20, 21) . This initial structure and alignment was used to create a covariance model using the Inference of RNA Alignment (INFERNAL) software package (22) . This model was used to search for structural homologues in all available bacterial genomes. A total of 94 sequences were retrieved and realigned, and a new consensus structure was regenerated with RNAalifold (Fig. S1 ). The global statistics that support the proposed base pairings of the antiaptamer and the RBS hairpin structures are illustrated in Fig. 1B .
We used the well-established method of DNA oligonucleotide hybridization followed by RNase H digestion (23, 24) to probe the relative accessibility of the nascent btuB riboswitch transcript ( Fig. 1 C and D , and Figs. S2 and S3). In the first round of structural probing, a total of 26 probes encompassing residues 12-243 were used to measure the fraction of the nascent RNA transcript protected from digestion under zero or saturating coenzyme B12 concentrations. In the presence of coenzyme B12, both the aptamer and the expression platform become more resistant to clea- The secondary structure of the aptamer domain in the off structure encompassing residues 1-202 is the same as that derived by Breaker and coworkers (6, 7) . The structurally important regions are shown in orange (anti-anti-RBS, residues 148-161), purple (pseudoknot 3′ region, residues 187-191), green (antiaptamer, residues 162-209), and brown (anti-RBS ¼ 212-216 and RBS ¼ 229-233, residues 210-235). In the coenzyme B12 bound off structure, the anti-anti-RBS region is part of the aptamer, allowing the pairing of the anti-RBS with the RBS regions. In the apo, or on structure, the anti-anti-RBS region pairs with the anti-RBS region to form an antiaptamer structure, leaving the RBS available for ribosome binding. (B) Phylogenetic support for the anti-RBS and RBS hairpin in the off structure, and for the anti-anti-RBS and anti-RBS interaction (the antiaptamer structure) in the on structure. (C) Structural mapping using oligonucleotide hybridization/RNase H cleavage assay in the absence and presence of 100 μM coenzyme B12. Sequences of all oligos and their complementary regions in the btuB riboswitch are listed in Fig. S2 . In the first round, a total of 26 oligos were used spanning residues 12-243. Examples of the first round mapping are shown in the upper panel where the transcripts are 5′ 32 P labeled. Oligo length is determined by having similar melting temperatures and varies from 6 to 26 nucleotides. In the second round, a total of 31 10-mer oligos were used spanning residues 142-242. Examples of the second round mapping are shown in the lower panel where the transcripts are internally labeled. The full-length RNA transcript also contains the first 20 codons of the btuB gene (residues 243-302); this region is not probed in our experiment. FL, full-length transcript; P, RNase H cleavage product. Star corresponds to RNAs that are either paused transcripts or randomly cleaved fragments. (D) Structural probing data are plotted as fraction protected AE coenzyme B12 versus nucleotide position. The y axis is plotted in log 2 scale. Aptamer, gray; antiaptamer, green; pseudoknot, purple; RBS hairpin, brown.
vage, consistent with an expected increase in structure. The antianti-RBS region proposed to participate in the alternate base paring responsible for switching is similarly and well protected in both the presence and absence of coenzyme B12 (Fig. 1D ). This result is consistent with our model depicting this region connecting the domains being stably base paired in both the on and off states. In the second round of structural probing, a total of 31 probes encompassing residues 142-243 were used to provide higher resolution for the region spanning the anti-anti-RBS sequence to the entire expression platform. Probing at this higher resolution readily identified antiaptamer regions that show decreased protection in the presence of coenzyme B12 ( Fig. 1 C  and D) . These results are fully consistent with our proposed structural model (Fig. 1A) .
The on-off nature of the apo and the bound states is also supported by in-line probing of the RBS hairpin region in the expression platform (Fig. S4 ). Although single nucleotide resolution cannot be achieved in this experiment carried out in the transcription mixture, it is clear that the presence of coenzyme B12 leads to increased structure of the RBS stem and decreased structure of the RBS loop, consistent with the proposed structural model.
Interestingly, when we performed the oligonucleotide hybridization assay using gel purified then refolded btuB riboswitch transcript, a significantly different result was obtained (Fig. S5) . The difference between the coenzyme B12 bound versus the apo states had become much smaller in the refolded RNA, although the pattern of protected regions remained similar between the refolded transcript and the native E. coli RNAP transcript. This result suggests that transcription is a crucial parameter in efficient folding and conformational change of the btuB riboswitch.
We used one oligo probe that shows a significant gain in protection in the presence of coenzyme B12 to determine the ligand binding affinity of the E. coli RNAP transcript (Fig. S6) . We obtained an apparent binding constant of approximately 100 nM, which is comparable to the binding affinity of the btuB aptamer RNA alone (ca. 300 nM; refs. 6 and 7). This result indicates that the btuB riboswitch construct we are working with is functionally similar to those used in previous studies.
We also characterized the folding behavior of two btuB riboswitch mutants and the results are again consistent with our proposed structural model (Fig. S7 ). Both mutants are derived from those described previously in the studies of ligand binding to the aptamer domain (6, 7) . Based on the previous results, both mutants are expected to bind coenzyme B12 at a weaker affinity by more than 15-fold. In the apo state, both mutants show little difference compared to the wild type in regard to their accessibility to the three oligo probes used. In contrast to the wild type, however, both mutants lost their ability to respond to coenzyme B12.
Transcriptional Pause Mapping. Many transcriptional pauses were observed during transcription of the btuB riboswitch by the wild-type E. coli RNAP (Fig. 2 and Fig. S8 ). Three of the most prominent pauses, designated as pauses A, B, and C, occur at the end and immediately downstream of the aptamer domain. Both the location and the duration of these pause sites were independent of the presence of coenzyme B12 in the transcription reaction (Fig. S8) .
The location of the pause sites A-C suggests that pausing at these sites could result in the folding of alternate structures. When the RNAP pauses at sites A and B, the anti-anti-RBS region has already emerged from the polymerase, but the nascent RNA is long enough that only the aptamer domain can fold (Fig. 2B, Upper) . For pausing at site A, the antiribosome binding site (anti-RBS) RNA is unavailable to compete with the anti-anti-RBS region for base pairing, and hence, the formation of the antiaptamer structure in the apo state is not possible (Fig. 2B, Lower) . For pausing at site B, the anti-RBS region has been transcribed, but it is still buried in the paused RNAP, which covers approximately 15 nascent RNA residues (25, 26) . Finally, pausing at site C enables the anti-RBS region to emerge from the RNAP, so that the antiaptamer structure in the apo state can also form. However, the anti-RBS and RBS hairpin cannot form in the paused complex C because the RBS region is still in the exit channel of the RNAP.
Correlating Pausing and Riboswitch Folding. We next examined the correlation between pausing and riboswitch folding. We selected two oligonucleotide probes that show marked differences in protection in the absence and presence of coenzyme B12. Probes 104 and 227a are complementary to nucleotides 104-113 and 227-236, and are used as a diagnostic of conformational changes in the aptamer domain and the expression platform, respectively. The aptamer domain probe 104 showed increased protection in the presence of saturating concentration of coenzyme B12 by 5-10-fold (Fig. 1C) . For the expression platform probe 227a, probing for folding was performed under milder cleavage conditions because the condition used in the structural mapping led to almost complete cleavage of the RBS region in the coenzyme B12 bound state. Under this mild condition, the increased fraction protected was approximately twofold in the presence of saturating concentration of coenzyme B12.
We applied two distinct strategies to demonstrate that pauses at site A and beyond make the most important contribution on btuB riboswitch folding, as compared to the pause sites in the aptamer domain upstream of site A (Fig. 3) . For this purpose, one would ideally mutate the RNA transcript to eliminate individual pause sites. We tested this strategy and found it was difficult to accomplish because of the difficulty of eliminating lowstrength pause sites by a mutation; further, the presence of multiple pause sites suggests possible overlapping roles, so folding results from eliminating a single pause site may be inconclusive. Rather, we used two well-characterized "fast" E. coli RNAP variants that are defective in pausing. The β5101 mutant contains two substitutions in the β-subunit (P560S, T563I) (27), whereas Fig. S8. (B) Location of the pause sites A, B, and C. Site A is between the anti-anti-RBS region and the pseudoknot region. Site B is in the RBS hairpin loop between the RBS and its pairing partners-i.e., the anti-RBS region. When RNAP pauses at sites A and B, the anti-anti-RBS region is outside, whereas the anti-RBS region is in the RNAP exit channel. In the paused complex C, the anti-RBS region is available, but the RBS region is still in the exit channel. Both the aptamer and the antiaptamer structures can form in paused complex C.
β′F773V contains a substitution in the catalytic bridge helix (28) . Both enzymes fail to efficiently pause at strong regulatory sites (e.g., hairpin-dependent hisP and backtracked opsP sites) and bypass numerous weak pause sites more readily (29) . In btuB riboswitch transcription, both mutant enzymes show significantly different pausing behavior at sites A-C as compared to the wild-type RNAP (Fig. 3A) . The β5101 polymerase appears to stall at site A under the low-NTP conditions used to map the pause sites, and pauses much more weakly at sites B and C; β′F773V polymerase pauses much more weakly at all three sites.
To assess the effect of pausing on folding of different domains, we used two different btuB riboswitch constructs (Fig. 3B) . The "full-length" construct contains the aptamer domain, the entire expression platform, and the first 20 codons of the btuB gene. The "aptamer-only" construct is the same as used in previous refolding studies and ends at residue 202 (6); it does not contain any residues from the expression platform that could interfere with the folding of the anti-anti-RBS region (residues 148-161).
The extent of protection for both the full-length and the aptamer-only construct during transcription by the wild type and the two fast polymerases was examined. In the full-length construct, the extent of protection with or without coenzyme B12 was reduced by two-to fivefold when transcription was conducted using the fast enzymes (Fig. 3C) . For the aptamer probe, the reduction of fraction protected was particularly severe with the faster β′F773V RNAP. For the RBS probe, the reduction was also significant for both fast polymerases. However, the aptamer-only construct displayed similar folding behavior when transcribed by all three RNAPs (Fig. 3D) . The lack of effects of the fast RNAP substitutions on the aptamer-only construct indicates that pausing within the aptamer domain (at sites upstream of site A) is not required for its folding. Because the major pause sites A, B, and C are the only ones located between the anti-anti-RBS region and the btuB coding region, this result strongly suggests that pause sites A-C play a major role in btuB riboswitch folding and conformational change.
Coordinating Aptamer Domain and the Expression Platform Folding.
We also determined how the folding rates of the aptamer domain and the expression platform are coupled during transcription. These two domains contain folded structures that are very different from each other. The large aptamer domain folds into a complex tertiary structure capable of binding to the coenzyme B12 ligand, a metallo-organic compound of approximately 1,000 Da. In contrast, the expression platform is less than one-fifth the size of the aptamer domain and folds into simple secondary structures -a hairpin loop in the off state or part of a three-way junction followed by a single stranded region in the on state. It is the folded aptamer together with yes-or-no coenzyme B12 binding that dictates whether the expression platform folds into one or the other structure. In general, RNA tertiary structures tend to fold much slower than local secondary structures (11) . Therefore, the timing of tertiary structure folding of the aptamer domain and of secondary structure folding of the expression platform may need to be coordinated to enable proper control of yes-or-no coenzyme B12 binding, which drives the structural transition of the expression platform.
Indeed, the folding rate constants of the aptamer and the expression platform were quite similar when transcription was carried out by the wild-type RNAP (Fig. 4A) . In the absence of coenzyme B12, folding rates for both domains were approximately 0.2 s −1 and differed by a ratio of 1.3-fold (Fig. 4B) . In the presence of saturating concentration of coenzyme B12, folding rates for both domains were approximately 0.1 s −1 and differed by a ratio of 1.5-fold. However, these rates began to diverge when transcription was carried out with the two fast RNAP mutants. This divergence is particularly striking when coenzyme B12 is present in the transcription reaction (Fig. 4B) . For both fast RNAPs, folding of the aptamer domain becomes slower, whereas folding of the expression platform becomes faster, so that the ratio of the domain folding rates increases to four-to ninefold, as compared to the 1.5-fold ratio observed with the wild-type polymerase. RNAP-dependent effect on folding rates was not observed in the aptamer-only construct, however, either in the absence or in the presence of coenzyme B12 (Fig. 4C) . Because only the folding of the full-length, but not of the aptamer-only construct involves conformational rearrangement upon binding coenzyme B12, these results suggest RNAP pausing near the end or immediately after the aptamer domain (i.e., at sites A-C) facilitates coordinated folding of the two domains.
Discussion
Folding Model of the btuB Riboswitch. The location of the pause sites A-C in regard to the anti-anti-RBS region seems to play a crucial role in directing the btuB riboswitch folding into on or off states during transcription. The anti-anti-RBS region can be part of the aptamer domain or part of the expression platform. When RNAP pauses at site A or B, the anti-anti-RBS region has already emerged from the exit channel, and the tertiary structure of the aptamer may fold. If coenzyme B12 is present, the aptamer structure is solidified so that the anti-anti-RBS region is unavailable for interacting with downstream regions once RNA chain elongation resumes. If coenzyme B12 is absent, the aptamer structure can unfold to allow the anti-anti-RBS region to pair with the downstream anti-RBS once elongation resumes; alternatively, the aptamer structure may be sufficiently labile to allow invasion of the anti-RBS region once it emerges from the RNAP exit channel.
Pausing at sites A and B would confer two benefits for controlling btuB riboswitch folding. The first benefit is to block the formation of the antiaptamer structure. This block is achieved simply because pausing at these sites excludes downstream regions, which are not yet transcribed or bound in the RNAP exit channel, from competition with folding of the anti-anti-RBS region. For example, if RNAP lingers for some time at site A or sequesters the anti-RBS region in the exit channel at site B, the anti-RBS region cannot compete with the anti-anti-RBS region folding to form the antiaptamer structure, thereby allowing the anti-anti-RBS region to fold with other residues in the aptamer domain. The second benefit is to provide a crucial time window to enable coordinated folding of the aptamer tertiary structure and the expression platform hairpins. Tertiary folding of the large aptamer domain would be expected to be intrinsically slower than secondary structure folding of the expression platform. Because the nascent RNA in the paused complexes A and B already contains all the residues necessary for tertiary folding, pausing at these sites gives the aptamer domain extra time to fold prior to its commitment to the on or the off structure.
When polymerase pauses at site C, formation of either the aptamer or antiaptamer structure can occur. However, the anti-RBS þ RBS hairpin still cannot form because the RBS region is still in the RNAP exit channel. This pause may provide additional time for rearrangement between the aptamer and antiaptamer structures before the RBS is transcribed and the final structural decision is made.
Pausing as a Common Mechanism of Blocking formation of Competing RNA Structures. Several examples have been described in the literature on how transcriptional pauses at strategic locations control riboswitch folding (8, (14) (15) (16) . The Bacillus subtilis FMN riboswitch consists of an upstream aptamer domain for flavin mononucleoside and a downstream transcriptional termination hairpin. Transcription of this riboswitch by the E. coli RNAP shows two prominent pause sites located near the end and immediately after the aptamer domain. Pausing at these sites could provide a time window for the aptamer to fold without the interference of competing structures involving downstream residues in the termination hairpin (8) . The E. coli thiM riboswitch consists of an upstream aptamer domain for thiamin pyrophosphate and a downstream ribosome binding site. Transcription of this riboswitch by the E. coli RNAP shows a series of pause sites immediately after the aptamer domain. Pausing at these sites also seems to prevent the formation of a competing structure involving residues in the downstream region (15) . The E. coli alx locus codes for an RNA that undergoes a pH-dependent conformational change. The neutral pH structure is the off state and contains two separate hairpins, C and D, which rearrange to form a single hairpin C/D in the alkaline pH on state structure. Transcription of this pH-dependent riboregulator by the E. coli RNAP shows two prominent pause sites that are accentuated at alkaline pH. Pausing at site C reduces the propensity of hairpin C formation, and pausing at site D completely blocks the formation of hairpin D, but still enables the formation of the C/D hairpin (14) . These results, together with our current study of btuB riboswitch folding, demonstrate that pausing at strategic locations is a common mechanism to block the formation of structures that compete with folding of the structure located upstream of the pause sites.
Coordinating the Folding of the Aptamer and the Expression Platform.
Our work also provides additional insight on riboswitch folding during transcription. Our results indicate that pausing at the end of the aptamer domain coordinates folding of the aptamer tertiary structure and the secondary structure of the expression platform. For btuB riboswitch, the aptamer domain is a highly structured RNA that binds the 1-kDa coenzyme B12 ligand. In the absence of concurrent transcription, this complex tertiary structure likely folds at a much slower timescale than the structurally simple expression platform. For comparison, refolding half-time of similarly sized RNAs with comparably complex tertiary structures, e.g., the catalytic domain of the B. subtilis RNase P RNA or the Azoarcus group I ribozyme, is on the order of tenths of seconds at 37°C (30, 31) . The folding half-time of the btuB aptamer domain during transcription is 3-7 s under our condition. At an average transcription speed of 20-40 nucleotides per second under our conditions, the RNAP would have transcribed the entire expression platform in 1-2 s in the absence of pausing. Premature synthesis of the expression platform could interfere with aptamer domain folding due to the possibility of alternate structure formation involving the anti-anti-RBS region. By pausing at sites A-C, the folding half-time of the expression platform can be adjusted to become similar to that of the aptamer domain.
Coordinating the folding rates of the aptamer domain and the expression platform may not be limited to the btuB riboswitch, although the actual folding rate may depend on the identity of the aptamer domain. In the only other case known to us, the folding half-time of the E. coli thiM aptamer domain during transcription is approximately 2-3 s (15) . For the structurally less complex thiM riboswitch aptamer, pausing of shorter durations may be sufficient to coordinate its folding with the expression platform.
An alternative interpretation of the observed folding rates of the aptamer domains in these riboswitches is that they reflect bimolecular binding reactions depending on their perspective ligand concentration. This interpretation is less likely for the btuB riboswitch where the folding rate was measured at coenzyme B12 concentrations that significantly exceed the cellular levels. For the thiM riboswitch, the maximum folding rate was obtained at saturating concentration of the thiamine pyrophosphate ligand.
Potential Chaperoning Effect of Pausing on Riboswitch Folding. Unexpectedly, the folding behavior of the aptamer domain during transcription by the wild-type RNAP is different when the aptamer domain is connected to the expression platform. In the absence and presence of coenzyme B12, the ratio of fraction protected is >10-fold in the full-length construct, but only approximately twofold in the aptamer-only construct (Fig. 3 C and D) . Similarly, in the absence and presence of coenzyme B12, the folding rate of the aptamer domain in the full-length construct is two-to fourfold faster than in the aptamer-only construct (Fig. 4 B and C) . When transcription is carried out by the pausing-deficient β′F773V RNAP, both the ratio of fraction protected and the folding rate of the aptamer domain in the full-length construct approach those of the aptamer-only construct. These results suggest that the kinetic differences arise from pausing downstream of the aptamer domain.
How could pausing accelerate the folding of the aptamer domain? We do not know at this time which pause site among A, B, and C is most relevant to folding; however, models can be proposed for pausing at each site. For instance, when the RNAP pauses at site B, the 5′ end of the nascent RNA outside of the RNAP exit channel approximately resides at nucleotide 211. In this paused complex, two different hairpin loops can form, one consisting of nucleotides 175-206 in the aptamer structure and the other consisting of nucleotides 169-209 in the antiaptamer structure. It is possible that the formation of either hairpin loop accelerates the folding of the region up to the anti-anti-RBS sequence. Neither hairpin loop structure can completely form in the aptamer-only construct.
Implications on B12 Riboswitch Folding in Vivo. The insights obtained here should be relevant to btuB riboswitch folding in cells even though differences are to be expected between our study and in vivo folding. The pausing duration in cells may not be the same as in our study because pausing can be affected by several elongation factors that associate with the RNAP, e.g., NusA and NusG (12, 32) , as well as NTP concentrations. The behavior of the paused complexes may also depend on the available ribosome and initiator tRNA that readily bind to the RBS when it is accessible (17) . Finally, coenzyme B12 molecules in cells may be localized because this valuable metabolite could be synthesized at, or transported directly to, the intracellular site where it is incorporated into coenzyme B12 utilizing enzymes (33) .
Nevertheless, the same fundamental issues of riboswitch folding have to be resolved in cells. Pausing at the downstream boundary of the aptamer domain is a simple mechanism that can both block the formation of alternate structures and coordinate the folding dynamics of the aptamer domain and the expression platform.
Materials and Methods
Detailed materials and methods information are described in SI Materials and Methods: structural probing of the btuB riboswitch transcript during E. coli RNAP transcription, cotranscriptional btuB RNA folding, DNA oligonucleotides and chemicals, preparation of btuB template DNA for in vitro transcription, structural probing of refolded btuB riboswitch RNA, in-line probing, transcriptional pause mapping, and structural bioinformatics and phylogenetic analysis.
